
Get the Most Bang for Your Buck: Upgrade and Save 
with Microsoft Dynamics™ 365
Ready to upgrade Dynamics CRM, AX, NAV, GP, or SL? You can save 40% for a 
limited time when you upgrade to Microsoft Dynamics 365. There’s no better time 
to consider your next steps and Sunrise is an award-winning partner that's ready to 
help you explore the exciting path forward. When you take your investment to the 
cloud, you’ll tap into tremendous innovations that can save your company time 
and money.      

Bring It All Together

You’ll gain all of the integration benefits of a cloud platform together with
CRM, and new applications like Power BI, Flow, and Cortana Analytics. Plus,
with Office 365, you can leverage productivity and collaboration tools that
work together in new ways that only Microsoft can deliver.    
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Save Time
Dynamics 365 lets your company move at cloud speed with access to data
and business processes on any device. All levels of the organization will save
time with improved reporting and the ability to quickly adapt processes. Plus,
only the cloud makes rapid, incremental updates possible so you’ll always 
keep pace with the cutting edge of future technology.
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Save Money
For a limited time, current Dynamics customers are able to enjoy a 40%
discount. Once the promotional period ends, the special licensing offer for 
existing customers returns to the standard 15% discount. Keep in mind that 
by moving from on-premise to the cloud, you’ll also reduce IT spending on 
maintenance, upgrades, reporting, infrastructure, and integrations.   
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Schedule a Microsoft Dynamics™ 365 Upgrade Workshop
Your path forward with Dynamics 365 is shorter (and easier!) than you think. In fact, getting started
can be as simple as transitioning a few of your existing licenses. The cloud lets you start where you
want and scale into the features and named users you’ll need – and you’ll gain power, security and
peace of mind. Let us help you plan your path forward in an upgrade workshop. By the end of the
session, you’ll have covered:

• Your personal and unique licensing options
• Which customizations can be replaced with new functionality
• How to deploy at your own pace and where to start     

"What is most compelling here is the deep integration of ERP, CRM, and desktop 
productivity capabilities...few other players offer a common platform and data service 
for CRM and ERP – and none bring in the Office productivity capabilities that Microsoft can." 

                         Rebecca Wettemann 
                             VP of Research at Nucleus Research

To explore the possibilities, access videos, and see demos of 
Microsoft Dynamics™ 365 and industry solutions from Sunrise visit 

http://sunrise.co/upgrade

Microsoft Inner Circle 2017

2017 Partner of the Year Finalist
Microsoft Dynamics Industry Award

US Dynamics Industry Partner of the Year
Retail and Consumer Goods | Distribution

Gold ERP, CRM, Cloud Platform 



AWARD WINNING 
DYNAMICS 365 PARTNER
Trust Sunrise to implement the last ERP and CRM you’ll ever need. 
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Why choose Sunrise as your partner? It’s simple. 

Local (but global)
Headquartered in Winston-Salem, North Carolina, Sunrise has regional offices spanning 
North America, Europe, and Asia. No matter where you are in the world, count on Sunrise 
to bring industry expertise to the table, everywhere you do business.

Hit the ground running with Sunrise 365TM

We have packaged our knowledge and experience into Sunrise 365TM. It is a portfolio of 
industry extensions, services, and support for Dynamics 365. You’ll gain instant value with 
acceleration tools, advanced supply chain features, business intelligence, and more!

We speak your language
No other partner knows your industry as well as Sunrise. With decades of experience and 
hundreds of successful industry focused go-lives, it’s no wonder we have a reputation for 
knowing our stuff. You’ll have a more productive system evaluation, deployment, and  
ongoing support with our team of Microsoft certified specialists. 

Future-proof with the cloud
As a Microsoft Gold certified cloud solution provider we’re ready to help take you to the 
cloud and our Sunrise 365TM industry solutions are ready too. Sunrise has never missed a 
product update from Microsoft, so we’re able to offer the latest and greatest on day one.

Support for a lifetime
Why hire freelance consultants or expensive full time staff when you can leverage our 
experts? Gain a cost-effective support umbrella with 24x7 coverage worldwide. Let our team 
maximize your investment in Dynamics 365 or Dynamics AX for a lifetime, freeing up your 
team for more business critical initiatives.



About Sunrise Technologies
Sunrise Technologies is an award-wining Microsoft Industry Partner. We help consumer brands, manufacturers, 
and retailers plan, implement, and support Microsoft Dynamics 365 and other Microsoft cloud applications. 
With Sunrise 365TM, our exclusive portfolio of industry extensions, services, and support offerings, we can deliver 
global, omni-channel, Tier 1 supply chain capabilities—without all the cost and complexity. The roadmap for 
Microsoft cloud solutions is extensive and our industry experts will work with you to implement the capabilities 
that best fit your needs.

We’ve put our experience to work to create exclusive solutions that work for you. 
When you deploy Dynamics 365 with Sunrise 365TM apps and services, you get: 

Quick Start 365TM

Get new implementations and upgrades off to a running start with a rich content library of best practices, 
pre-built configurations, and project management tools. 

Supply Chain 365TM

Robust, game-changing functionality like forecast netting, bulk order draw down, and supply chain 
analysis capabilities enhance key workflows in the Dynamics 365 solution.

Business Intelligence 365TM

Empower every level of the organization with embedded or custom-built dashboards that deliver visual 
insights and facilitate data driven decision making. 

Global Support 365TM

Sunrise’s clients are global and so is our support team. Cost-effective, 24x7 support services worldwide 
ensure the right fit and maximum value for a lifetime.
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